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Several recent papers (1, 2, 3) have outlined some of the
limitations of the latest recommendation of the International Commi-
ssion on Radiological Protection (ICRP) in the case of skin exposure.
ICRP publication 26 (4) for example gives little or no consideration
to the importance of

(1) the incidence of radiation induced skin cancer
(2) alpha and low energy beta irradiation of the basal layer,

particularly for thin skinned personnel
(3) partial-body skin exposure such as that to the fingers
(4) very non-uniform localised exposure such as that from

small sources and radioactive particulates.
Items 3 and 4, which we will refer to as cases of non-uniform

skin exposure,will be the subject of this paper.

NON UNIFORM SKIN EXPOSURE - THE PROBLEM REVIEWED

When personnel are exposed to external and/or internal sources
of radiation the resultant exposure of the body is rarely uniform.
In order to limit the potential detrimental effects of a non-uniform
skin exposure it is necessary to consider the probability of
producing stochastic effects (cancer) jffld early or late non-stochastic
effects (ulcération, fibrosis, cosmetic changes, etc.).

For chronic exposures of large areas of skin stochastic effects
may be limiting, particularly if skin cancer incidence rather than
mortality is considered (1). The whole body skin dose limit may need
to be reduced below the present 0.5 Sv a"*- if skin cancer incidence
is considered to be of concern for medical or industrial-relations
reasons.

In practice the skin of the whole of the body is rarely, if
ever, exposed near to the dose limit. As the exposed skin area is
decreased the stochastic risk can be expected to be reduced on the
basis of there being a proportional decrease in the number of
irradiated cells (5). At some particular value of skin area the
stochastic dose limit may be so high that non-stochastic effects
become limiting. The area at which this occurs depends upon an
assessment of the relative detriment of skin cancer incidence versus
cosmetic changes. The present ICRP non-stochastic dose limit of
0.5 Sv a~l is that which corresponds to unacceptable chronic skin
changes, mainly of a cosmetic nature. Little relevant data exist
to provide a basis for this limit othci" than the work of Sulzberger
(6). Recent followup studies of occupaiionully exposed groups
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indicate that the limit may be too high (7). More clinical,
epidemiological and experimental evidence is clearly needed before
a rational system of skin dose limitation can be implemented which
applies to the range of skin areas irradiated in practice.

For very small area exposures, perhaps less than•1 cm , such as
those from small sources or radioactive particulates,the likelihood
of chronic exposure of the same body site is reduced and the acute
response to high local doses becomes of significant practical
importance. The 1CRP offer little guidance for this situation (4,
paragraph 183).

An evaluation of the mean dose to an area of 1 cm , which was
previously recommended by the ICRP (8), is no longer considered
appropriate for comparison with the dose limit. In the absence of
suitable guidance the averaging procedure will however probably
continue to be used and is likely to represent a conservative
approach for most situations. A sounder basis for operational
procedures and a knowledge of the magnitude of pessimism embodied in
averaging procedures is clearly necessary.

There is at present so little clinical or experimental data
for non-uniform exposures that the ICRP (4) advice to predict local
skin reactions on the basis of the absorbed dose distribution cannot
be. complied with. What data is available to aid a prognosis?
RESUME OF NON UNIFORM SKIN EXPOSURE STUDIES.

Only three (9, 10, 11) systematic studies appear to have been
attempted with the specific aim of providing guidance to predict
the likelihood of non-stochastic effects in non-uniformly irradiated
skin.

Kreb's (9), as part of a theoretical study of the response of
mammalian skin to irradiation with particles of irradiated nuclear ;:
fuel, produced guidelines on the effects of radioactive particulates ;
on skin. In a preliminary study to verify the usefulness of these
criteria Forbes (10) evaluated the effects of irradiated uranium
microspheres on the skin of mice and pigs. The point depth dose
(i.e. the dose in tissue at a depth of 100 um directly below the
particle) and the 'Kreb's dose' (the dose at the edge of a
circular field of 4 mm radius, at a depth of 100 um below the skin
surface), were both found to correlate well with the area of damage in
pig skin (Fig. 1). However, both ulcération and desquamation in
pig skin occurred at lower Kreb's doses than the 15 Gy predicted
largely on the basis of clinical data using X and y radiation.
The minimum Kreb's dose required to produce a small but recognisable
ulcération in pig was below 4 Gy. Extrapolation of the data to
derive threshold doses is difficult since no sub-threshold data was
generated by Forbes.

It is interesting to note that Dean, Langham and Holland (11)
reported the response of human skin to acute irradiation with fuel
particles of the same type used by Forbes. Exposure of the forearm
to peak basal layer doses of ^ 500 Gy produced transient point
erythema and dry desquamation respectively.

Mahlutn (12) has irradiated the skin of Hanford miniature swine,
to doses of 10, 25, 62.5, 150 and 400 Gy (surface dose) of $ ";,
radiation from circular 204T£ plaques with areas of 0.01, 0.5, 1.0 V
and 5.0 cm~2. The aim of the study was to investigate the (Í
dependence of the non-stochastic response on dose and area irradiated. i

Í
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Figure 1. The response of pig skin following irradiation with
radioactive particles. Small particles (dia "v 100 um) are
represented by squares and circles; large particles (dia ̂ 250 um)
by triangles. Data from Forbes (10). Peak doses = 200 (600) x
Kreb's dose for large (small) particles.

Due to the limited number of radiation doses used in this study it
is not possible to provide precise threshold doses, but from an
examination of colour slide records it was possible to provide
values for adult Hanford miniature pigs (Table 1).

Area of
2O4T£/cm2

10"2

0.5

1

5

Surface Skin Dose/Gy

erythema

> 400

62.5 - 150

62.5

62.5

ulcération

> A00

150 - 400

150

62.5 - 150

Table 1. Threshold doses for Erythema and Ulcération in Pig Skin
using small 20^Tl beta sources (13).

Moritz and Henriques (14) irradiated the lateral and dorsal „
surfaces of young Chester White pigs (10-15 kg) with circular (1 cm
3-emitting plaques. Little correlation was seen between surface
dose and biological response for the different S-energies but good
correlation was seen when the dose was calculated at a depth of
9 mg cm~2, in the vicinity of the basal layer. The most important
result of this study is the clear illustration of the importance
of B-energy in any consideration of the biological response.
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SUMMARY

The studies of Forbes, Mahlum and Moritz and Henriques, though
all necessarily limited, show the important role which animal
experiments can play in the development of protection criteria for
acute non-uniform skin exposures. There is a continuing requirement
for studies of the dependence of threshold doses on source area and
radiation quality. More than one animal species should be studied
and extrapolation to man should be on the basis of histology and cell
kinetic studies, taking into account the biological and morphological
differences between animals. A more general model than that proposed
by Krebs could then be evolved for application in the more complex
practical situations encountered by radiation workers. We are
involved in a collaborative radiobiology programme of this kind with
the Churchill Hospital Research Institute, Oxford and
St. Bartholomew's Hospital Medical College, London which involves
the beta irradiation of pigs and mice. The rationale of the
programme has been described elsewhere in some detail (15, 16) and
the results will be published in due course. Preliminary data
supports the view that there is a reduced acute biological response
as either the area of the irradiated skin or the depth of penetration
of the radiation is reduced. This work will indicate the level of
pessimism entailed in dose averaging procedures.

Clinical and epidemiology studies should continue to be
encouraged in order to underwrite, and further develop, criteria
for limiting large area skin exposures.
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